N A M E : ________________________________

DATE: ____________________

McDONALD’S
Question: When was the last time you ate at McDonald’s?
 Complete the 15 sentences with the words on the left.
1. The __________________ at a McDonald’s restaurant
can help you to decide what to eat.
2. Some McDonald’s restaurants serve ________________
in the morning.
3. A) Would you like your meal _______________ or to go?
B) I’ll have it to go, please.
4. A _________________ is a hamburger with cheese.
5. A __________________ is used to carry food.
6. I like to put a __________________ in my drinks.
7. You can ________________ your food, or say what you

B
C

breakfast
chain

n.

n.

8. You can order a __________________ for a child. It

cheeseburger

F

fast food
fries

K
M

want to eat, at a counter.

n.

n.

usually comes with a small toy.
9. __________________ McDonald is the name of the
clown in the picture.

n.

ketchup

10. McDonald’s serves __________________, food that

n.

kid’s meal

n.

McDonald

n.

you can eat soon after you order it.
11. McDonald’s is a restaurant __________________ with
restaurants in over 100 countries around the world.

menu n.

N
O
R
S
T

napkin
order

12. Could I have another paper __________________,
n.

n., v.

Ronald
straw

n.

to stay
tray

n.

please? I spilled my drink!
13. Richard and Maurice __________________ opened
their first restaurant in 1940.
14. _________________ are made from fried potatoes.

phr.

15. I love to put __________________ on my fries.

n.
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WORD BANK

McDonald’s

Aim Supplementary vocabulary building
Level Intermediate to Advanced
Time Approximately 15 – 20 minutes

ANSWER KEY

My Notes

1. menu
2. breakfast
3. to stay
4. cheeseburger
5. tray
6. straw
7. order
8. kid’s meal
9. Ronald
10. fast food
11. chain
12. napkin
13. McDonald
14. fries
15. ketchup
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